
There was no victim to telephone when 
Dominique was released. No car corroded by 
road salt idled outside the gate. He stood alone 
against the surgery of winter, streetlights foaming 
into haloed beer.
 I watched him hop the chain-link fence 
across from my house. Sat between us was a median 
ripped to clay. He had an awkward gait. The arms 
remained steady. He jogged over while I rolled trash to the curb. We used to wrestle on the 
same team. They called him “the hammer” because he had to be tucked and taped into his 
singlet. He could have played jump rope with his own skin.
 “Party you had the other night looked fun.” I told him to come next time. He            
said he’d get his daughter a sitter. The roaches didn’t care if he paid rent on time. His 
neighbors acted afraid of him. “Don’t know why, though.” He knew people who 
wrote award winning plays on the inside and others with every material 
luxury that offed themselves once free.
 I passed an elevator I didn’t trust. “...and when the people 
of Detroit make voting a habit, it’ll be a habit they continue to feed,” 
his daughter twisted the radio till the knob clicked. She was 
the same age we were when we smelled like a shared gym 
locker. The flavor we wanted to squeeze out of life had changed. 
She grabbed a ripped trash bag full of clothes, holes growing 
from where she clutched the plastic. I heard him yell down 
the hall. His knuckles bulged like a tractor tire. Waiting for the 
taillights of the girl’s mom to round the corner, he tossed me a thick 
pair of gloves. “Jeans are best for this kind of thing.”
 Snow calved off the passenger door when I slammed it. He 
backed up the truck. I lowered the tailgate. On three we lifted the 
carcass by its legs into the bed. The deer looked alive, caffeinated, black eyes 
bulging like marbles. The next two were less intact.
 The farmer called himself a renegade monk. We caught him in our high beams,
sledgehammering a hole in the pond. “So the cows can take a drink,” he said. These carcasses 
would distract pests from his cabbage. He yanked an axe from cavities remotely resembling a 
deer, pulled at the ribcage, scraping guts into a bucket.
 There was so much I didn’t recognize. My thoughts, vicariously gutted, got stuck in 
a popped socket. We swallowed traces of blood from the leaden air. I flipped wood chips atop 
what he chopped. Putzing along the bumpy trail, windshield wipers slashing flakes, chucking 
deer parts into empty spaces in the wall, filling in the sinister tessellation, covering last month’s 
frozen gristle with scraps, we awaited the stink of when everything would thaw.

for Franz Wright

Long days, longer fears. No one knows how to live here.
You fuck up, a little and a lot. You pour the whiskey,
and it looks like the dregs of an hour, a day, a life,

dwindling in the glass. Your potential dwindling with it.
There might be liver disease at the end of the bottle. 
Might not, might be forgiveness in the people you hurt. 

The flower you stepped on will die, and the ground
will spit another. Or the flower might, you never know,
ask the light for a little help and pick itself back up.

Same goes for you, and your lover, your mother, and well,
you get the idea. Better if you don’t. Better if the idea gets you.
Like: you kneel because kneeling kneads the bread of being,

which is horseshit, but bear with me, you kneel in your favorite
jeans—tear the fabric, patch it up, it tears again. 
Eventually you’re naked and wrinkled from the waist down,

and no one wants to see that. The same tearing and patching
and botching of repairs happens like clockwork within.
Welcome to the family of things. Most of which will ignore you.

One day, this will make you lonely. The next, you’ll see 
what a kindness being left alone is. Let be, don’t harm,
offer an ear, a minute’s help. About as close to holy

as we get. Don’t forget: everyone sips from his own flask
of hurt. And passes it around. Receive it kindly,
sip slowly, let it trickle, then breathe: it tastes a little bitter,

a little salty, a little sweet. And it burns—oh God—it burns.
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We never told our mother of the nighttime squabbles
that we could overhear
We never told our mother because
a secret in the attic is too old an adage to repeat

We never told our mother the day the noises stopped

We never told our mother of the ladder perched
on crates,
of the creatures we wrapped in tissues,
placed in shoeboxes and tied with rubber bands

We never told our mother we sank them in the creek,
she would have written a poem

We never told our mother,
she would have nursed them back to health

We never told our mother,
she would have made us wash our hands

We never told our mother,
she is not fond of death

Tell me, please, how you grieve for the living.
Do you lay a red bouquet at their door—
the welcome mat, a gravestone? Forgiving
giving up—bargains, petals on the floor?
Do you believe in an afterlife named
sobriety? The pied piper met scorn;
his feat of defeating rats, we defamed.
Denial costs youth, so rats are reborn.
When Sam died, at least I knew where to kneel.
Clutched each tear in my palm like a penny,
payment for finality sans appeal,
my hands fountain floors flowing with plenty.
Death is easy to mourn, something taken.
Please tell me how to mourn something breaking.

It’s called The End, and it’s beginning to feel like it.
The marquee is gone now, leaving the graffitied
concrete square to speak for itself, tucked between
high-rise condos and overdressed pizzas.
We come back because The End hasn’t ended, yet,
still stinking out beer and sweat as we duck into
its dark roost, still one blown speaker and still piss
on the toilet seat though you’re the first to use it.
The audience is we who play for one another,
we who listen, we who listen to the room as we sing
 Will the Circle, Will the Circle, Will the Circle
Then, the circle widens: the quartet unfurls notes
never strung together before, that will never be
heard again. They quote the past with a question mark:
 Be Unbroken? Be Unbroken? Be Unbroken?
The crushed red velvet curtain ruched behind them
has hung for decades, and the kid running sound
tried three dented microphones before this one—still
slightly bent, leaning into the horn as if receiving a secret
too sweet to keep while here—at the beginning of the end.



                     See more work by Jayes Caitlin at jayescaitlin.com

Jayes Caitlin  is a Los Angeles-based artist, designer and printmaker. From concert post-
ers to fine art, her work embraces the complexity of “unintentional design” and defies tradi-
tional boundaries between art spaces and their communities. She co-founded print studios 
Heavy Gel and The Print Shop LA, which serve as local hubs where she not only creates her 
own work, but also teaches classes, hosts workshops and exhibitions, and provides a space for 
other printers to work. She provided us with the center spread of this issue of Fine Print and 
talked with us about her art, inspiration and experience running a print studio.

 

You work in a variety of mediums, though screen printing seems to be your primary practice. 
What draws you to this art form in particular? 

I started silkscreening concert posters as the perfect hybrid of music, art and design. It seemed 
like a really great way to bridge design and fine art, work with my hands and get paid. Concert 
posters are good work when you can get it. I gravitate to the accessibility of printmaking. I 
love being able to offer a range of work, from “twenty dollar holler” to a few thousand, so 
anyone can be a collector. 

Screen printing is typically a means to create prints of editioned multiples, but your work often 
uses the technique to make monoprints. What inspired this? Do you feel this type of experimen-
tation is usually overlooked in printmaking? 

I think this is more commonplace in print shops than people might think. I definitely picked 
up the practice from other printers. In the concert poster world, it’s pretty normal to make 
an “art print” variant of the poster without the band and venue info—just a nice silkscreen of 
the artwork. I started really pushing this idea of producing an art print with the same screens 
used to print a poster, but the two prints look completely different in colors, paper stock 
and composition. The printing process also produces “test prints”—the sheets you print on 
to get the ink flowing through the screen and check your colors and registration at the start 
of your edition. Printers feed these sheets back through the press over and over again while 
working on different editions, so you get a ton of layering and unintentional design. I keep 
my art print tests separate from any client work tests, with the intention to create unique 
monoprints from the layers of multiple art edition screens. 

Your art is abstract—full of shapes, forms and colors that don’t act as clear signifiers. Where do 
you get the inspiration for your work?

I got a lot of early inspiration from other printers. Seeing silkscreens in person is such a lesson 
in how to print. I love seeing how other artists use the tools of print—different opacities, 
halftoning and overprinting—to push the medium. Well-made prints should be baffling as 
to how they were made. My abilities as an artist have grown alongside my skills as a print-
maker, which are largely informed by running my print company, Heavy Gel. Printing for 
clients has made me a really tight printer. There is such a perfectionism to it, especially the 
simpler it gets—like printing something with only one or two large flats of color. Gemini 
G.E.L. famously said, “If you can print an Elseworth Kelly, you can print anything.” The 
compositions are so simple that the printing must be absolutely perfect. When I approach a 
canvas or a print of my own, it gives me a chance to loosen up and play a little. But that per-
fectionist brain is never silent. It becomes a balance between utilizing precision and liberating 
spontaneity.

Do you consider your art part of a particular movement? Why or why not?

There is a very small club of abstract artists who also print concert posters, and I’m very     
happy to be in that club. There is a long tradition of multidisciplinary artists working as       
designers or as gallery directors, and I think that blurred line of working commercially and as 
a fine artist, entrepreneur and designer—but also simply making paintings, drawings or mu-
sic—is a nice sweet spot to be in as a creative person. I want to be a participating member of 
the art community as a working artist, but also a supporter of it, who gives other artists oppor-
tunities. I am doing this as a publisher and printer, helping to put other artists’ work into the 
world just as much as my own, and offering print residencies and exhibition opportunities to 
those artists as well. You could classify my art under a lot of different visual movements. Right 
now, the best way to find similar-looking works by contemporary artists seems to be hashtags, 
so here are some of mine: #hardedgepainting, #abstractcollageart, #abstractcontemporary, 
#modernabstraction,      #abstractgeometic,      #memphisstyle,      #abstractposterart,      #abstractcollage.

What or who has been most formative to your development as an artist?

There used to be a forum of poster printers called GigPosters.com. I learned how to build

my screen printing studio, start printing and get gigs from that community. It is sadly a                 
defunct site now, but they’ve published several books and collections of concert posters from 
their moderator, Clay Hayes. I was very inspired and educated by the Chicago print commu-
nity. I met a lot of artists who were fully supporting themselves by designing, prining and 
selling concert posters. I was and am so in love with the work of Sonnenzimer, who has such 
an etherial approach to design and printing. Seri-pop is another abstract concert poster print-
er (and band) who I just loved for doing it all: exhibiting, playing shows, making posters. I 
was interested in collectives of designers, independent publishers, DIY venues and galleries 
that gave so many opportunities to artists, writers and musicians. I also love the work of     
Atelier Bingo, Damien Train, Robbie Simion, Hola I Chau, Stephen Smith, Studio Herron, 
Le Raclet, Leslie Diuguid, Stuart Davis and Aaron Lowell, just to name a bunch. 

You started your design studio, Heavy Gel, in Chicago, before moving to Los Angeles, where 
you co-founded The Print Shop LA. Both studios offer not only printing services, but also 
classes and a working space for printers in the community. Why is it important for you to open 
your doors in this way? 

We grew into our business model pretty organically. Heavy Gel started in 2012 as a                          
collective of artists in a storefront—a DIY music venue and exhibition space that offered 
an open floor plan for screen printing facilities. When we moved to LA in 2013, we really 
started to fill a need for print and publishing. We moved here the same month that one of the                              
largest, most famous LA print shops, Colby Printing, shut down. The print community in 
LA is just so small (but growing). When we got here, there was virtually nowhere you could 
rent space to print or take a workshop, so I had an open-door policy. Still, when I ask my     
students how they found our workshops, they say they really had to comb the internet. Bare-
ly anyone was printing fine art editions, and fewer still with concert posters. I want to foster 
the print community here in LA. The Print Shop LA opened in 2018 as a print collective, 
with three printers using the space as our print production studio. It was such a beautiful, 
well equipped, central, accessible space, that it really began to gain traction. We now have a 
lot of programming, members, renters and workshops, in addition to working for our clients 
and ourselves. I’ve seen how rich an experience working alongside other artists, designers and 
creatives can be—how much we have to teach and give back and support each other. I was 
heavily inspired by Spudnik Press in Chicago and the IPRC in Portland, spaces where artists 
can rent print equipment and facilities without needing to make a huge investment or enroll 
in a degree program. There was just nothing like that in LA in 2013 (there still isn’t, really), 
and I could have hugely benefited from it, so instead I am offering it. 

In a world where many artists have to work day jobs to support their creative practice, how do 
you think American culture might do better to support artists?

Printing is my day job and my night job, as well as my art practice. I consider myself lucky 
to have a job that contributes to my own art making and allows me to be self-employed. It 
will never feel like there is enough time in the day/month/year/lifetime to both support 
yourself and make the work you aspire to. Artists need the same basic support the rest of 
the middle class needs. We need affordable housing, studios and healthcare. I think more 
individual and organizational support is crucial to artistic development. Art needs commu-
nity support around it. In addition to financial support, artists need an active audience and 
dialogue around the work. Artists need funding created for them, and if it’s not coming from 
large institutions or our government, then it needs to come straight from the community in 
whatever small ways are possible. Art doesn’t need to be limited to galleries and museums. 
I think we need to have small spaces—restaurants, bookstores and mom-and-pop shops—  
creating fellowships, grants, residencies, murals, exhibitions and sales opportunities for art-
ists in their own communities. Small growth leads to larger growth in the arts, and the more 
opportunities we offer, the less competitive the art world will be.

Is there anything you are working on that you would like to share with our readers?

I have just started a new publishing series I’m calling “Artist Series Editions,” which sounds 
like a very generic name, but it’s an extension of our artist materials name branding. Heavy 
Gel is a painting medium, and paints are sold in series numbers. The program is a collab-
oration between the studio and invited artists, who publish an edition together, with all              
parameters—size, price, design, edition size—set by the artist. We’ve never really ventured 
into selling much of anyone else’s work, outside of our exhibitions. In the past, we’ve just 
been a printer/designer for hire. Now I hope to move into publishing and exhibiting more—
and away from contract printing. The studio is also moving right now! Heavy Gel and The 
Print Shop LA will be moving together and offering all the same programming and access: 
day, week, or month rentals; residencies; publishing; workshops; and exhibitions. We haven’t 
found our new space yet, and we’re currently fundraising, giving the community a chance to 
give back. The more funds we can raise, the bigger the studio, the safer the neighborhood, 
and the more programming we will be able to sustain. 

Tell me, please, how you grieve for the living.
Do you lay a red bouquet at their door—
the welcome mat, a gravestone? Forgiving
giving up—bargains, petals on the floor?
Do you believe in an afterlife named
sobriety? The pied piper met scorn;
his feat of defeating rats, we defamed.
Denial costs youth, so rats are reborn.
When Sam died, at least I knew where to kneel.
Clutched each tear in my palm like a penny,
payment for finality sans appeal,
my hands fountain floors flowing with plenty.
Death is easy to mourn, something taken.
Please tell me how to mourn something breaking.
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The rosary. The porcelain dolls. The blue-shot marble. The white
bowl with pink petals. The Queen Anne’s lace, the black-eyed
Susans, the asters, the purple coneflowers. The milkweed pod.
The pine sap. The exhaust fumes. The moth balls. The sugared
cereal. The vitamins, the tins of tuna fish. The fish heads. The fish on
Friday. The spoon bread. The fry bread. The story of corn. The cabbage.
The egg crate of egg crates. The jar of twine. The jar of buttons.
The lost needle. The lost horse. The lost uncles. The uncles in jail.
The uncles in basements. The bottles. The pints. The blood quantum.
The assimilation. The liver. The tongue. The joual. The contes. The fleur
de lis. The giant birds that understand human languages. The thunder
twins. The monster bear. The Bearskin. The skirt of deerskin. The lion
wielding a butcher’s cleaver. The little girl led to market by a pig on
a leash. The pair of oversized scissors. The mortar and pestle. The wrought
iron. The backdrop of sky. The cherry wine. The Weissbier, bitte. The
freckles on my arms. The maiden aunts. The aunts in asylums. The faded
photographs of the dead. The grandmothers. The Our Fathers, the Hail
Marys. The O Mary Conceived Without Sin. The Blessed Kateri. The
mea culpa.
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On the morning we moved
in together, 25 years ago,
do you remember? you
forget these things—
we walked under the trellis
to our new front door
and found a crow on the front steps,
trapping us with one black eye, feet splayed.
When we got close it spread its wings
and clattered its beak, snapping,
not leaving. A more superstitious person
would have thought twice
about her whole life at that point.
It was probably a lost fledgling,
but that makes it no better;
I should have walked away
and left you and all our life
in a truck on the curb,
should have spent my days searching for
the meaning of that moment.
Instead we went for coffee,
and the stoop was empty
when we came back. So
we moved in, and began work
on all those years of life.
But you don’t remember this.
You forget these things.
The day I did leave you, years later,
I stood under the willow tree, and
in its branches 30 or 40 crows
screamed insults at me
for waiting this long, telling me
what important thing I had lost,
what dark potential
I should have nourished.

The church came down like an animal body
slumping off the edge of the bed onto the floor.
It tucked into itself a thousand ways.
Somewhere beneath the core was still burning:
child arms of smoke reached out of gaps between
stones. They set up a barricade where people came
to watch and take pictures. Yes, it was true: The
rubble still smoldered. When I was a boy, my father
kept the fire burning all day into the night. He fed split
wood to the narrow blades and we placed our shoes on
the thin hearth. The heat within whistled undying; slid
tongues of flame until cord grew into ash. And only
in a jacket of dark, when everyone had gone to bed,
did the fire settle under the house’s thousand bare eyes.



Barracuda Guarisco is the founder and editor-in-chief of Really Serious Literature. 
His recent work includes Uncomfortable Music (Vegetarian Alcoholic, 2021) and a collabora-
tive project with Joshua Robert Long called The Gold Boys Are Back in Gold Town, released 
through Really Serious in 2020. Guarisco provided a new poem for this issue of Fine Print 
and talked with us about his new releases and what made him start his own press.

What prompted you to start your own press, and what have you learned from it?

I wanted to educate myself. Writers tend to struggle with a severe disconnect (bordering on 
ignorance and/or delusion) between what we understand early on concerning the publish-
ing process versus what it actually is. After I had some minor success placing my books with 
Spuyten Duyvil and found regular publication through various indie outfits I admired, I 
decided to see what that world looked like on the other side of the email. What I’ve learned 
is we take smaller journals and their editors for granted. At the end of the day, it’s often 1-3 
people, unpaid, receiving no outside funding and paying for costs themselves out-of-pocket 
from earnings they accrue from their regular jobs, doing their best (sometimes) to put out 
something awesome (also sometimes questionable), all so a writer can list the publication in 
their bio and never talk to the publishers again. People who start smaller journals run their 
passion projects almost entirely by themselves and can be devoured whole by it. While some 
of their guidelines feel brutally superfluous and pointlessly gatekeepy, as long as they’re not 
part of a larger institution that dictates the course of the conversation and impacts the stan-
dard, it’s their right to set the filter however they want. If they want to be boring, academic 
buttheads who refuse innovation, as annoying as that may be, it’s up to them. They’re giving 
you their time, energy and resources, so if they also want to charge you a reading fee, that’s 
up to them. Everyone deserves to get paid. Luckily, if someone takes issue with that, there are 
so many journals and presses now, writers are not without an abundance of alternatives. The 
publishing world is not a castle in the sky; it’s your neighbor and they’re probably drunk and 
sad and the one thing keeping them going is the authors and work they’ve connected with 
along the way. They relish the fulfillment they experience by sharing that with a tiny world. 

You’ve gone by several names as an author: C.C. Hannett, Barracuda Guarisco, Kris Hall. Do 
these names represent different authorial identities or modes of writing for you?

I wish I was as cool and dynamic as Pessoa, but unfortunately I’m not. The names more or 
less represent different places in my life and how I wrestle with identity and self-love. Kris 
Hall is my given name, but I’ve never been comfortable with it, nor am I too thrilled with 
the idea of having my accomplishments tied to my father. Following a mental breakdown 
in 2016, I veiled myself (from myself) by publishing under C.C. Hannett, so I could better        
focus on writing without losing my shit—especially when writing more vulnerable, personal 
pieces. The name doesn’t mean anything. “C.C.” doesn’t stand for anything, and if it does, 
it’s “Canned Chupacabre” or “Curtis Claymore” with a western twang for no reason. I later 
found I was taking myself way too seriously (post-divorce, another marriage, mid-pandemic) 
and lost a lot of the joy that came with writing. I wanted to root it in something humorous 
and absurd, even if the work itself was self-immolating. I’m at a point in my “career” where 
I don’t give a fuck about stuffy, highbrow professionalism, rigid formalities or ego. Let your-
self be a joke. Make them call you Barracuda Guarisco. Also, Guarisco is my mother’s maiden 
name. It’s Italian. I put the “gore” in Guarisco. And please, for the love of Doritos, do not 
tell me how to pronounce my own name, because then you’re messing with family, and we 
all know how Vin Diesel feels about family. 

In recent years, you’ve held an annual contest where you get the winning submission tattooed. 
What was the most rewarding part of that project? What made you decide to end the contest?

The origins are pretty simple: I wanted an excuse to get more tattoos and needed a new 
gimmick to draw attention to the press. I’m also a huge fan-boy of Never Angeline North, so 
when she agreed to take part and offer the needle and ink to tattoo Kim Vodicka’s “WHAT’S 
YOUR MUSE’S DAMAGE?” for the first contest, it felt like the coolest fucking thing I 
could ever do. I got to meet a hero and have a legend tattoo a legend on me—for my press! 
That would have to be the most rewarding part. As for ending it, I’m focusing more on 
the print side of things now. I already have “BASH BANG YELLOW JACKET” by Molli    
Dearest on me, and the final badass three—pieces by Dylan Krieger (oh, hi!), Joe Colasscon 
and Charlene Elsby—are in the works. I think, considering all of those, I’ve done more than 
I’ve set out to do with the contest and I am very satisfied. 

You recently released a collaborative book of poems with Joshua Robert Long. Can you              
explain how this collaboration came about? What do you see as the benefits and drawbacks of 
collaborative projects?

Pre-pandemic, we were messaging (as we do), and I got overly acquainted with the dab rig. I

think he was taking edibles, too. Life was weird, and we had no idea it was going to become
how it is now. I revisited the collection recently and noticed an eerie foreshadowing of what 
was to come. It’s about going nowhere, thinking you’re hot shit. Since then, where have 
we gone? I’ve been trapped in my apartment for nearly two years now. Collaborations are 
about the sweet spot. The voices can mirror each other or relay stark opposition. More than         
anything, I think it was just fun to write a book with one of my best friends.

Your new chapbook, Uncomfortable Music, doesn’t shy away from contemporary pop culture, 
news and social media references that place it firmly in the present day. Do you think it’s     
important for writers to confront our era’s crises in order to stay relevant?

Anything is possible if we refuse to let ourselves get caught up in the noise of what is or isn’t 
relevant. None of us knows if what’s trending this year will be even a footnote 30 years from 
now. It’s also a common misconception that you don’t care about something if you don’t 
write about it, or that you shouldn’t write about something just because it happened to you. 
Like, what? Write what you want. If it’s relevant to you and you’ve established a signature 
voice within yourself and it’s written well, the work will speak for itself. There are people 
who are looking for poems or stories that speak to their experiences and, right now, a big 
bangin’ shared experience is this tarnished age we’re in. Those people will gravitate to those 
observations. It is relevant to their needs and may prove relevant to readers who investigate 
this unprecedented time later on. Others want to escape this hell and will lean toward magic 
or the most outlandish fiction. That is relevant to their needs and, in the future, will also be 
used to compare and contrast the ways we, as a society, have chosen to cope. If it’s relevant 
to you, it’s relevant. You probably won’t like it tomorrow anyway. Write what’s within you.

Is there anything you’re working on at Really Serious Literature or elsewhere that you’d like 
to announce here?

Yes! We’ve wrapped up the 2021 publication year with Kenning JP Garcia’s diary to beat all 
diaries, WITH, which was released in mid-December. We are accepting preorders for Ami J. 
Sanghvi’s BABY WRAITH BURRITO BONES, which won THE BEEFY CHAPBOOK 
POTATO-RITO REMOTE RESIDENCY TO-GO CONTEST XXL and is scheduled to 
be released in February 2022. Coming later this year, we have a stacked roster of born-to-be-
classics by Jane-Rebecca Cannarella, David Estringel, Kristin Garth, Shannon Greenstein, 
Tex Gresham, Chris Gusta, Jay Halsey, V. Ruiz, Kim Vodicka and yours truly. I couldn’t be 
more excited to enter this next phase, and I plan to do something “really serious” at AWP 
Philly in 2022. 

                     See more work by Barracuda Guarisco at https://rlysrslit.bigcartel.com

listen to spike fuck
tomorrow we’ll get healthy 
like it’s part of our identity 
for longer than a day 
I’ve been sober for a day
reading something on slffck
a little piece about agyny
 
my red dolphin for the road to nowhere
stinging the back of my throat

if it is relevant to me,
it is relevant for every person

I come in contact with;
you don’t have to be aware 
of the score 

as many as you, as many 
as me

reshare from an alt. profile
to flank the mute 

a little surprise 
a little gotcha

that is not to say
I won’t be expected to explain
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dear angst: the simple animals of your fables could be called placeholders for human actors, 
but don’t be too hasty to reach that conclusion. symbols carry residue for a reason, and            
goddammit, you are covered in it—the goo of metaphor like a thick tar in your hooves. it 
means that everything you do is echoing into different dimensions, as it should.

dear blues: there will be seasons, guaranteed, when there are simply not enough field trips. 
the bus rolls back and forth, and though there are still hiccups where the brakes slam for 
some animal you’ve never seen before, it doesn’t excite you enough to start over. so take 
out a calendar and invent a new holiday for yourself. look forward to that like nothing else. 

dear giggles: people love you so much, they talk wistfully even of the times you’ve caused 
them pain, often listing you among their reasons to keep living at all. but there are                
shadowier aspects of human nature you still suspect you haven’t accessed—and you’d be 
right, but you’d also be lucky to avoid them. whether happy accident or strategy, keep hang-
ing on to what the shadows take.

dear heartache: feelings tend to catch air on the way down like paper, and this is especially 
true in your pillowed den of self-reflection, where you question everything, but most of all 
yourself. and as long as you are focused on the past or future, there will indeed be much to 
doubt. but look up, and somewhere close to your eyeline, you find a little log cabin with 
your name on it. climb in, and memorize what thrives. 

dear ambition: everybody wants to kiss your silky yearbook, and it’s a little bit ironic—
the deflation of being liked most. don’t get me wrong: deep down, you feel as much as                
anyone, but not just any touch can reach that. there are many who might love you into   
brief submission, but instead, you are meant for this elaborate spotlight, and sometimes 
that takes saying no and letting go of normal. 

dear award: people pretend you signify a sort of justice, but in reality, you’re just a heavy 
serendipity draped in gold. you choose someone—or rather, they are chosen for you—and 
you invest the entire weight of your precious metal into blessing them again and again, if 
they’ll let you. but the truth is, most can’t do it, for they fear they don’t deserve you. and 
their reaction to that fear often proves, in fact, they don’t.

dear fame: a whole planet of panic aspires to what you represent in your sense of balance 
amidst burning. self-possessed silhouette, with your perfect brow furrow behind the blind-
fold, dripping with stayed anticipation, teach yourself to wave at your enemies without 
changing for them. the feeling is the hard part, and the rest is in the pout—and in the 
moment when you finally communicate, unfettered by the roar of someone else’s crowd. 

dear scandal: in the blackest night, someone is spying on you. the street lamps flicker out at 
the wrong moment, and you know it’s not just happenstance. your paranoia insists that if 
you light some incense or a cigarette, no one will smell where you’ve been. but instead of 
thinking of them, i invite you to dwell on what you want most right now. whose approval 
are you trying to win?

dear disorient: unlike happy hour, it isn’t “always the holidays somewhere,” but with how 
confusing coast-to-coast time travel can be, the idea resonates on some level. it’s as if the 
sheer amount of variation on one planet—and in your ridiculous life—could accommo-
date all times of year at once. and it can, if you let it. on the internet, in the flesh, wherever 
you find yourself, you can be the storm that picks up whole zeitgeists and carries them off. 

dear ennui: if a person has experienced enough whiplash, torn flesh, surgical corrections 
and unforeseen upset, you are a welcome breath of refreshed capacity for feeling nothing, 
an invitation to sit at the window and organize the prospective future first alphabetically 
and then by color. what defines you is the fortitude to populate your own reality. you are 
only as dull as your dreams.

dear insight: preview of a preview of a preview of a preview, you are as tantalizing as you are 
misleading, but that’s your charm. you’re all about hope, after all, for a new chapter many 
aren’t sure they even want. don’t take it personally; they’re just attempting to rate a sunset 
on a numerical scale that will never fit. show them everything they’re missing when they do 
this, and they will come in droves to watch it—i promise. 

dear forget: the hardest part of any transition is the moment before it actually happens, 
when the dread and expectation commingle into a cold sweat—like that time of night    
leading up to sleep when you lie in bed humming to the silence, waiting to connect to the 
realm overhead. well, don’t fret; soon enough, the happening will magic itself into exist-
ence, and you will be there cheering when the ceiling speaks back.
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